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REPORT ON PROPOSED NEW CONDUIT AND IMPROVEMENTS
IN SUPPLY.

City Enoineer's Okiice, ^

Toronto, June llth, 1894.
\

To the Chairman and Memfjers of the Committee on Works :

Gentlemen,—The following letter was received from the Committee on the

8th March last

:

E. H. Keating, Esq.,

City Engineer, Toronto.

Dear Sir,—At the meeting of the Committco yesterday the report presented

'by you and the Medical Health Officer was under consideration. Several of the

members of the Committee were strongly of the opinion that a cast iron 6-ft. pipe

across the bay would answer all the purposes required for the obtaining of a pure

«upply of water. The Committee desire that you will report

:

. 1. On the cost of the 6-foot cast iron pipe from the intake to the well.

2. On the cost of a 6-foot cast iron pipe from Hanlan's Crib to the well.
«

3. The cost of a C-foot steel pipe over the same sections.

4. The cost of the tunnel scheme as proposed, with an extension of pipe to

the intake.

Yours truly,

Arthur H. Clarke,

Secretary Committee on Works.

In order that the matter may be clearly understood, I append hereto a copy

of the letter referred to, from the Medical Health Officer and myself, and in

compliance with the request of the Committee the estimates asked for are given

below. I may state that in preparing these estimates provision has been made
for the increased expenditure which will be necessary in order to meet the

requirements of the Harbour Board for anchorage, so that the conduit may safely

be emptied for the purpose of examination and for sufficient covering to avoid the

liability of the conduit being damaged by vessels. One item which will add very

largely to the cost of laying any new conduit across the harbour is that of rock

excavation under water, of which it is estimated that there will be about 4,700

cubic yards. The following are the estimates for which the Committee have

asked

:

1. The estimated cost of a 6-foot cast iron pipe from a new intake to

the pumping well is 3560,000 00

it. The estimated cost of a 6-foot cast iron pipe from Hanlan's Crib

to the pumping well is 240,000 00

3. The estimated cost of a 6-foot steel pipe over the same sections is

as follows

:

For 6-foot steel pipe from a new intake in the lake to the

pumping well 518,000 00

And from Hanlan's Crib to pumping well 237,000 00

4. The estimated coot of the tunnel scheme, as previously recom-

mended, with an extension of pipe to the new intake, is 525,000 00

•> 123250
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It must be clearly understood that any scheme involvinf4 a new conduit from

the pumpinjj station to Hanlan'a Point or Hanlan's Crib will be incomplete in

itself, and that further expenditures are necessary owing to the insufficient depth

at which the existing 5-foot steel pipe has been laid throuj^h " tlie cut" across

Toronto Island. The top of this pipe at one point lies at th level of low water

in the lake, and for several hundrods of feet it is only six inches below the same
level. It will theiefore be seen that unless this defect is remedied, or son.e means
are adopted towards auj^mentin^^ the supply, the City is liable to be short of water

at times when Lake Ontario may approach its lowest level, or if the consumption

of water should nicreasc. 'J'his pipe cannot now, while it is in use, be lowered

without rnnninf^ the risk of (lama{»in^' it seriously, and as tlie whole wator supply

of the City is at present drawn throuf^h it, a break would result in the serious

contamination of the supply both by large quantities of sand and bay water. It

appears, therefore, almost superfluous to emphasi/c the importance of providing',

with the least possible delay, some mep.ns not only of conveyin<^ tlie lake water

securely and uucontaminated across Toronto harbor, but also of insuring a full

supply, which, under existing circumstances, cannot be relied upon at times when
the lake may happen to fall to a low level.

Respectfully submitted,

K. H. KE.VTING,
City Enginrvr.

•-v
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WATER WORKS IMrUoVEMENT AND PKOPOSED TrXNEL

Heferring to the connuunication Irom the Coimoittfo of the i.ith hme
last, having r«^rerence to my letter to His WorHhip the Mayor of the <ttli Juno,

189'), action upon which was ueferreU in order that a leport might be sul>mitte(|

dealing with the whole matter, I have the honor to report as follows

:

h'iitf)iisf(l Tnninl iind Xi-if ShA (\in(liiit.

The hoiings across the harbor having been com[)let<Hl, and all necessary

infoiination with rofcrenct* to th" material to bo piiast-d through having been

obtained, 1 liave hiid tlie accompanying plan pi-epareil showing the best

position for the tunnel, which would commence at a point on the Water Works
property about ()0 feet south of the existing Tumping Station, where a lO-ft.

shaft would be sunk to a depth of loS feet ;i inches below zero level of the Lake.

The tunnel would then be constructed at a similar level in a southerly (.lirection

under the harbor tor a iHstance of "),S2() feet to a point near Mugg's Landing,

where the terminal or inlet shaft would be sunk, to wlucii a new steel con(luit

would be connectetl at a depth ol' about 12 feet below zero level.

It is propose<l to make the tunnel (> feet <» inches in wiflth by tj feet inche*

in heiglit, the cross-section resembling a horseshoe, as vill be seen l)y reference

to the plan. It is also proposed to sink a shaft from the surface down to the

tunnel at a point in the Bay 3,100 feet from the Pumping Station sliaft, or

nearly midway between tiie inlet or terminal shaft and the Pumping Station

shaft, with the object of facilitating the work and shortening the time of

construction.

The result of the borings shows that shale rock will be struck at the

Pumping Station shaft at a depth of about 16 feet below the surface of the

ground, at a depth of 42 feet below zero level at the centre shaft, aud at a

depth of 65 feet below zero at the inlet shaft. The whole length of the tunnel

will be through shale rock, and it has been placed at such a depth as to avoid,

as far as possible, any water bearing seams which are found to exist in some
places at higher levels. All the water bearing seams crossed in ihe boring

operations were found to contain mineral water, showing that they have no
connection with the Bay. .,»..:.

The shafts where they ])a8s through sand and for a short distance into the

rock are proi)osed to be constructed of cast iron or steel. Through the rock

they will be lined with brick and concrete, and the tunnel is proposed to be

lined in the same manner. Sumps will also be provided at the bottom of each

shaft, so as tp admit of the tunnel being emptied at any time, and the drainage

of the tunnel is provided for by constructing a channel at a sufficient gradient

along the bottom, ha.'ing a fall towards each shaft.

It is also proposed, in connection with this work, to lay an entirely new steel

conduit pipe, 6 feet in diameter, from the inlet shaft at Mugg's Landing to the

north end of the existing 6-f't. steel conduit at the bell-buoy crib, to which it wdl

be securely and tightly connected. The southern end of this conduit, from the



connecting crib on the Islantl to the bell-buoy crib, will replace the existing

6-ft. wooden conduit, to which special attention has been previously drawn, and

for which an appropriation of ^75,000 was recently asked. This portion of the

new intake pipe should be the first part of the work done, as it is necessary in

order to get rid of the sand which at present is causing so much inconvenience

and expense. It is proposed to lay the new steel conduit on a descending

gradient from the Lake shore to the inlet shaft, and at a sufficient depth to

provide for the delivery of over 40,000,000 gallons of water at the Pumping

Station, the tunnel being designed to deliver about 75,000,000 gallons, with the

pumping wells drawn down to 9 feet. Provision will be made at the inlet shaft

for an additional 6-ft. steel pipe being connected therewith at any future time

when the demand for water may exceed the capacity of the proposed new steel

conduit. Provision will also be made for emptying and examining the new steel

conduit between the Lake shore and the inlet shaft. Southwardly frjm the Lake

shoie, it is not practicable to make this provision without going to very con-

siderable and unnecessary expense. It is intended that the new steel conduit

shall be covered and the filling carried up to the general level of the Island, so

as to prevent any possibility of its being damaged or of its rising when it may
be necessary to empty it for the purpose of examination.

It is also proposed to lay a new 5-ft. steel connecting pipe from the new
steel conduit^ at a point near the inlet shaft to the existing 5-ft. steel conduit at

a point nearly opposite Heber's landing, the object being to enable the supply to

the City to be maintained through the existing conduits across the harbor at any

time when it may be deemed advisable to pump out or examine the tunnel.

The estimated cost of the whole of the above works, which include the

tunnel and shafts, the new 6-ft. steel conduit from the inlet shaft to the bell-buoy

crib, the necessary connections from the discharge shaft to the pumping wells
^

the special 5-ft. connection between the new conduit and the present 5-ft. pipe

,

the necessary valves, cribs and manholes and all other work in connection with

this undertaking, is $540,000, which is $15,000 above the original estimate, when
it was contemplated to construct the tunnel via Hanian's Point. This difference

in cost is due chiefly to the increased length of the tunnel under the new schem*
and the additional shaft in the Bay.

In preparing this estimate the prices paid for similar work in New York,

Chicago, Milwaukee and Rochester have been referred to, and it is thought that

ample allowance has been made to cover all contingencies.

E. H. KEATING,
September 6th, 1895. Citi^ Engineer.
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CITY KNGINEKR'S REPORT ON PROPOSED ENLARGEMENT AND
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE TORONTO WATER WORKS.

City Enoineer'8 OrricE,

Toronto, October 30th, 18!>3.

To the Chairman and Members o'" the Committee on Worki :

OeNTi.eMRN,—On the .SOth January last, the Water Works Committee was

aboliahed, and the mana)^ement of the works was transferred to this Department.

The Minute of Council bearing upon this subject contains, among other

things, the following instructions, viz.

:

" It is further recommended that the City Engineer be instructed to make a

thorou^jh infipection of the Water Works system and machinery, and report at

the earliest moment needed additions, alterations, etc., and the coHt thereof, or

any portion thereof, as he may deem necessary, for the purpose of placing the

amount in the estimates for the year."

At the time these instructions were issued the affairs of the Water Works
Department were known to be in a bad condition. The conduit, which was
intended to convey the water from Lake Ontario to the Main Pumping Station,

had only a few weeks pre iously met with a disastrous accident. Long sections

had risen to the surface and broken in several places, while portions still

remained projecting above and embedded in the ice in Blockhouse Bay and

Toronto Harbor. The lake water being thus cut off, the entire water supply of

the city was being drawn directly from the sewage polluted harbor, and as a

natural consequence sickness was prevalent throughout the City, typhoid fever

tl.reatcned to become epidepiic, and a general state of alarm and uneasiness

existed among the citizens.

Under these circumstances, I considered my first and most imperative duty

was to devote special attention to repairing and replacing the damaged conduit)

and to search out the weakest and most dangerous points in the system, with the

view to effecting a remedy and restoring confidence in the safety of the water

supply for ordinary use, if possible. This, I think, has now been- partially

accomplished, and it is my only excuse for the delay which has occurred in

presenting this report.

I have already made several reports and recommendations, the carrying

into effect of which will be to increase the pumping capacity and to improve the

character of the works; but as most of these recommendations have already

been adopted and funds provided, it is unnecessary that I should refer to them

here.

I find, however, that the impression appears to be general among the alder-

men that I am expected to enquire into and report upon the whole question of

our future water supply.

The only instructions I have on this subject are contained in a resolution of

Council passed on the 13th February last, of which the following is a copy, viz.:



'* Ald.Davies moves that the City Engineer, while considering the question of

our future water supply, be instructed to report as to the advisability of securing

a pure supply of water by gravitation from Scarboro Heights, and also as to the

cost of removing the pumping plant to the lake front at that point, with the

necessary mains to connect with the present system."

The consideration of the question of the future water supply of the city

involves a study of the various projects which have at different times been

brought forward, each of which has its advocates and most of which have recently

been discussed to some extent either in the papers or at public meetings.

Two or three offers, I understand, have been made by different persons or

syndicates to supply water to the city for a stipulated price per 1,000 gallons,

delivered either ''nto the existing mains, at some defined point, or into Rose

Hill Ueservoir, i new reservoir to be hereafter constructed ; but I have no

positive or officia Knowledge regarding the details of these proposals, as they

were not submitteu to me.

I may, hov/ever, say with regard to all proposals of th?s kind, that in my
opinion, the public interep*! demand that the control of the entire water supply

of the city, in all its bearings and details, should be vested in, retained and

jealously guarded by the municipal authorities.

The following is a list of the various schemes proposed, so far as they have

come under my notice :

1. From Lake Ontario, in the vicinity of Scarboro.

2. From Lake Ontario, in the vicinity of Mimico.

3. From the Oak Ridge Lakes and the Rivers Don and Rouge (by gravity).

4. From Lake Simcoe.

5. From wells sunk in the gravel beds north of the city.

6. From springs and artesian wells in the Township of Erin.

7. From the vicinity of the present intake.

In order to dispose of the matter, as far as I am concerned, I propose briefly

to refer to each of these projects, which I will take seriatim :

I.

—

From Lake Ontario, in the Vicinity op Scarboro.

This scheme would involve laying at least one new large main about

f>i miles in length to connect with the existing system ; the construction of new
wharves and buildings at Scarboro ; moving the present high duty pumping
plant to that point, and probably the erection of an additional ten-million gallon

engine, besides involving a new and large intake pipe or conduit, which would
require to be over two miles in length, if it is desired to draw the water from the
same depth as at the present intake, which is seventy-five feet below the surface.

In preparing the estimates, however, I have provided for the intake to be placed
at a depth of only sixty feet, which would probably be sufficient. By this means
the lake conduit could be shortened to 9,000 feet. At present prices 91,000,000
is a moderate estimate for completing this scheme on the above basis, so as
simply to connect with the existing system and allowing for the new main to be
forty-two inches in diameter, which is as small as it should be.
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If a Iiundre<l million gallon reservoir at Scarboro is to be added—as ap-

parently required under Aid. Davies' resolution—in order "to obtain a supply by

(gravity from that point," the above estimate would have to be very largely increased.

The amount of this increase I am not at present in a position to state, because I

am not in possession of sufficient information regarding the topography of the

country, the most suitable site for the reservoir, and the character of the sub-soil,

to warrant my making any estimate. It was my intention to have these matters

thoroughly looked into, but the appropriation at my disposal was not sufficient

to cover the cost of the investigations necessary. I may say, however, that

Messrs. Hering & Gray, who in 1889 inv3stigated and reported upon a scheme
for obtaining the water supply from the vicinity of Victoria Park, estimated

the coat of a lOO-milliou gallon reservoir on Wells' Hill (with the necessary

connections) at $305,000, and it is not likely that a similar reservoir at Scarboro

would cost less.

Under existing conditions I do not think it advisable to draw the water

supply of the City from the vicinity of Scarboro or Victoria Park for the following

chief reasons, viz.

:

1. The exposed position and unsuitable character of the shore for the

eatablisliment of a pumping station and wharves. .

2. The groat length to which it would be necessary to lay the suction pipe or

conduit in the lake, in order to reach a suitable depth.

3. The turbid character of the water in the spring, which is reported on good

authority to extend southwardly into the lake two miles.

4. The risk and uncertainty of being able to construct a tight reservoir,

within a reasonable cost, in the sandy and gravelly soil on the heights in that

vicinity, in the event of such a reservoir being needed.

I might also remark that this scheme, if adopted, would not be likely to

prove satisfactory unless a new reservoir, having a capacity of at least one hundred

million gallons, is constructed at Wells' Hill, or somewhere in that neighborhood,

and that there does not at present seem to be any great iadvautage to be gained by

pumping the water into a reservoir at Scarboro.

II,

—

From Lake Ont.\kio, in the Vicinity of Mimico.

I am not aware of this scheme ever having been thoroughly investigated and

recommended by any water works engineer.

My investigations have been confined to a partial inspection of the shore and

lake in the early spring and a drive over the country along or near the probable

route of the rising main.

The prospect did not appear sufficiently inviting to justify much further

attention to this project. The water for a long distance from the shore (probably

from two to three miles) appeared to be riled and dirty. From this I should

infer that the shallow water extends out quite as far, if not further, than off

Scarboro, and that the lake conduit would consequently have to be a very long

J « The length of main required would be considerably greater than the main

lom Scarboro ; a new and large reservoir at or about Wells' Hill would also be

needed, and the required crossing at the River Huraber would be likely to prove

a costly feature.
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While I have made no estimate of the costs of this scheme, I think it probable

that it would largely exceed the Scarboro project, and that it is less favorable in

other respects. I therefore do not advise its adoption.

Ill,

—

From the Oak Ridge Lakes amd the Rivers Don and Rocoe
(dy Gravity).

This project was reported upon in 1887 by Messrs. McAlpine & Tully, who
strongly advocated its adoption.

In a comparison of costs with pumping water from Lake Ontario, they show

an enormous annual saving in its favor.

Taking daily supplies of twelve, twenty, thirty and fifty millions of gallons as

bisei for their calculations, they give the following results

:

Daily Supply.
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After a careful perusal of the report and a partial inspection of the district

inder consideration, I regret that I feel compelled to di£fer and entirely dissent

from the views, estimates and conclusions arrived at by the engineers who pre-

pared the report.

Chemical analyses and ordinary observation show that the water supply

from a large part of the district is impure and unfit for domestic consumption,

and in my opinion it cannot be purified and utilized without entailing enormous
and unjustifiable expense, far beyond the estimates. I do not believe that the

scheme, if carried into effect, would prove satisfactory, and I advise its

rejection.

IV.—Fbom Lake Simcoe.

This scheme having been pretty thoroughly looked into in past years and

specially reported upon by Messrs. Hering & Gray in 1880, and by a Committee
of the City Council in 1891, I did not feel myself justified in incurring any expense

in undertaking further detailed investigations. I have, therefore, ^fter examining

the different reports, confined myself to a visit to the locality, a sail over a portion

of the lake and a cursory examination of the points from which it has been

proposed to draw the supply.

Messrs. Hering 3c Gray estimated the cost of the completed scheme to be
*' at least 97,711,32.5," exclusive of land damages. What the additional costs of

these damages would be is an unknown quantity.

There are many advocates for this project, some of whom, I believe, claim

that the cost has been greatly overestimated, and that there are ways and means

by which the estimates may be reduced. I have not attempted to examine

critically into these differences, not only because such an examination would

involve an expenditure which I had no means of meeting, but because the

engineers who made the surveys and estimates are competent experts in whom
every confidence can be placed.

Without going further into the matter, it is sufficient to know that the pipe

line is about forty-six miles in length, and that ten miles of tunnelling are

required, in order to conclude that the cost must necessarily be enormous, and

that, even supposing the estimates can be largely reduced the project, for the

present and ander existing circumstances, is impracticable.

I should, perhaps, add that the chemical analysis of Lake Simcoe water

shows it to be greatly inferior to that of Lake Ontario, so that, even assuming

that an economical scheme for bringing Lake Simcoe water to the City could be

devised, it would still be inadvisable to adopt it when a better and purer supply

lies at our doors.

V.

—

From Wells Sunk in the Gravel Beds North of the City.

I understand that there are two rival companies interested in this project,

but as their proposals are not in my possession I am unable to refer to them. I

may, however, say that I visited North Toronto in company with some of the

projectors in April last, with a view to gaining some knowledge of this source of

supply.
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I was shown the North Toronto pumping station, and an excavation in the

gravel about a quarter of a mile distant therefrom, from which a small stream of

water was flowinf*.

The North Toronto pumping station is supplied from a well adjoining, about

18 feet in diameter and 24 feet in depth, the normal depth of water in tlie well

being about eight feet. The total daily consumption was stated by the engineer

in charge to be about 8,000 gallonf. xhis quantity of w^ater is raised in abou

two and a half-hours, and lowers the water in the well about four feet.

There is no other water visible except what I have mentioned above. The
theory of the promoters is that there is an immense underground flow from Lake

Simcoe through the gravelly subsoil, and that it can be advantageously tapped

by means of driven wells in the vicinity referred to, and thence drawn off by

gravity to the City after being raised by pumps to the surface.

I am not in a position to deny the existence of the underground river, but

considering the expense that would be involved in making satisfactory tests, the

uncertainty as to the supply in any large quantity holding out, and the extreme

improbability of being able to obtain anything approaching the required quan-

tity of water from this source, coupled with the fact that it would still require to

be pumped, I think I am justified in concluding that the outlook does not seem

sufficiently encouraging to warrant further consideration of this project.

Since writing the above, I have ascertained that there is now very little

water in the well referred to, and that it can be pumped dry in about ten

minutes.

VI.

—

From Springs and Artesian Wells in the Township of Erin.

This locality was visited early in April. Its height above Lake Ontario is

about 1,000 feet, and its distance from the centre of the city in a direct line i^

about 36 miles. Three or four flowing springs of exceptionally clear and spark"

ling water were pointed out. It was subsequently learned that this water is as

exceptionally hard as it is bright. Mr. Vanderlip, who first called attention to

this source of supply, also pointed out the locality of a bore-hole in the same vicin-

ity, which had been sunk in prospecting for oil some years previously. He
stated that no oil was discovered, but that at a depth of 80 or 90 feet the boring

tool suddenly dropped about eight feet, and that water immediately rushed to

the surface. The bore-hole is not now accessible, as it has ong since been filled

in and ploughed over, and nothing is to be seen except a puddle of water in a field

to mark the spot.

The prospects of obtaining a considerable quantity of water from this locality

appear greatly better than at North Toronto, but if it should prove to be as hard

as that flowing from the springs in the same locality (which seems probable) it

would be unfit for general use.

Under such circumstances, and considering the enormous expense which
would have to be incurred in bringing the water so great a distance, I fear the

project cannot be seriously entertained.

VII.

—

From the Vicinity of the Present Intake.

After looking into all the possible sources of supply—so far as they are known
to me—the conclusion I have reached is that Lake Ontario can be relied upon
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to fiirniflh better water than can bo obtained from any other quarter within reach,

and that it in the proper rcRorvoir from which to draw the supply.

I am alflfi of opinion that the ponition of the proHout intake was winoly

selected, and that the future water Hupply can bo obtained from the same vicinity,

not only to bent ad/up.tajje, but that the difficultiea and expense which would
be involved in making any radical change are ao Rre»t that it would be unwise to

go elsewhere.

The question of the disposal of City sewage naturally presents itself in con-

nection with any scheme for drawing the water supply from Lake Ontario.

While it cannot be denied that all fmcal matters ought properly to be

returned to the earth from which they have their origin, and that, theoretically,

it is wrong in principle and dangerous to discharge sewage into the same body
of water from which water may be drawn for domestic use, yet it is well, and in

fact we are forced to look at this question from a practical standpoint.

This leads to the enquiry as to liow far and to what extent injurious effects

are to be feared from a continuance of the practice, assuming of course that

ordinary safeguards are adopted.

If we take a hasty glance at our own case as it has existed over since the

foundation of the City, we find that Toronto, up to the present time, has continued

to pour its crude sewage into the bay in front of its own doors, and for a long

period pumped its drinking water directly from the same bay. We find to-day

tliat the bulk of the sewage of 200,000 people is discharged into the same water

from which the domestic supply is drawn, and within a radius of three miles from
the Water Works intake, and yet chemical and bacteriological tests show that the

water at the intake is practically pure and wholesome. The health of the City

also corroborates the correctness of these tests.

If we look a little further, the case appears still more striking when we
consider the millions of human beings residing on the shores of the great lakes

and on the rivers emptying therein, all of whom pour their sewage and waste pro-

ducts into tlie same waters, which receive also the drainage from hundreds of

thousands of acres of cultivated lands with all the accompanying impurities from
freshly manured fields, barn yards, privies and millions of cattle.

The inference to be drawn is that all such foul matters, within certain

limitations, decompose and undergo a process of self-purification after being dis-

charged into a large body of fresh water, and that beyond a certain distance from

the point of pollution, no injurious effects are to be traced or feared. What that

precise distance is has never been definitely or satisfactorily determined so as to

admit of direct calculation or the application of any standard rule. Each separate

case requires special investigation and careful study, as local conditions must of

necessity be considered.
•

Among the most recent investigations on this subject with which I am
acquainted are those which were carried on in the town of Zurich, in Switzer-

land, containing, with its suburbs, about 100,000 inhabitants. The average

delivery of sewage from the town is stated to be 4,400,000 gallons, and the

maximum 11,000,000 gallons per day. This sewage is discharged into the River

Limmet, which is about 98 feet in width and 0^ feet in depth, with an average
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daily flow of about 2,000,000,000 gallons, and a mean velocity of about four miles

per hour. Tlio conclusionB arrived at in this case were as follows :

*1. " Tliat *.Wt per cent, of the precipitation takes place within 0.3 mile below

the sewage ontiall.

2. "That witni> six miles of the sewage outfall the number of bacteria falls

to the number immediately above that point.

3. " That the greater the volume and velocity of the river, the slower is the

rate of self-puriHoation.

4. " That so far as concerns the snwage, the rate of self-puritication is not

influenced by meterological clianges.

5. " That under the conditions described, and provided there are no inter-

mediate sources of pollution, a river such as the Limmet, flowing at the mean
velocity of about four miles per hour, will purify itself within a distance of about

sixteen miles from the point of pollution."

I have dwelt rather fully upon this subject, in order to show that providing

the city sewage is discharged into the lake at a sufticient distance from the

Water Works intake, no injurious effects need be anticipated. What the safe

distance is remains a matter for further investigation, and it is a question which

must before long receive attention if the city continues to increase in population,

as it undoubtedly will.

At the present time the water supply is drawn from Lake Ontario, at the

bell-buoy crib, at a depth of twenty-one feet below zero level of tiie lake ; the

renovation of the 6-ft. steel pipe extension to a depth of seventy-five feet not

being yet quite completed. The water flows through 2,357 feet of wooden con-

duit six feet in internal diameter to the shore crib on Toronto Island. Thence

the water is conducted through a 5-ft. steel conduit to Hanlan's crib, a distance

of 6,027 feet, and thence through a double line of pipes across the harbor, a

distance of about 4,GOO feet, to the Pumping Station, one pipe being of steel

four feet in diameter, and the other cast iron, three feet in diameter.

The C-ft. wooden conduit is partially filled with sand, but whether the sand

finds its way through defective joints in this wooden conduit or not is at present

uncertain. It is a difficult matter to determine beyond doubt what is the actual

condition of this conduit, as the water supply cannot be shut oft for a sufficient

length of time to admit of examination.

The 5-ft. steel pipe also contains sand in some places, and it has, unfortu-

nately, been laid so irregularly and at so high a level that it cannot be relied upon
to furnish all the water required in the City at times when the lake may fall

more than one foot below zero level, which sometimes happens.

The 4-ft. steel pipe across the harbor cannot safely be relied upon, owing to

to its liability to damage by reason of its shallowness in some places, and also by
reason of its exposed position in the bott m of the harbor across the ship

channel, where it lies unprotected.

* Minutes of Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, Vol. CXI.

-^;-*:t
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The 3-ft. cast iron pipe across the harbor in believed to be in perfect condition,

but it is too small ol itself to deliver all the watt-r required in case of damage to

the 4-ft. pipe.

Tnder these circumstances it becomes necessary to devise means whereby

these viofccts may be ovcrconio and tlie required water supply delivered at the

Pumpintj Station wwtli reasonable ussurance iiint it will not suddenly be cut off,

diminished or polluted, by reason of the lake fullin;; to a low level or from accidents

which are liable to happen ut any moment.

Different methods have been proposed with the view to remedyin^^ these

deiocts and lessening; the risks, either partially or wholly, and others have

augfjestcd themselves after a study of the (|ueHtions involved.

The following is a list of all these proposals and 8u;,'^estions

:

1. A new steel conduit across the Harbor.

2. A tunnel under the Harbor and Island and into the lake to a new inlet.

3. Pipes laid in a tunnel under the Harbor.

4. An auxiliary pumping station on the Island and forcing the water through

the t'-esent conduits across the harbor to the pump- well.

5. Transferring the Main Pumping Station to the Island, and pumping the

water through either the present conduits or through new pipes laid acrods tho

harbor.

6. The same as the above, only that the force main or mains should be

carried across the western entrance to tlie harbor on a bridge.

7. A tunnel under the harbor and a new conduit across the Island.

I will briefly refer to each of these projects in the order in which they are

given

:

(1) A now steel conduit across the harbor would be largely open to the same
objections as apply to the existing; pipe, and does not wholly meet the case.

(2) A tunnel under the harbor and Island, carried out into the lake to a

new inlet in deep water, would undoubtedly be an effective remedy, if practic-

able ; but before any opinion could be formed on this subject, a complete set of

borings would have to be made, and the investigations would prove tedious and
expensive. The project would also be a very costly one, and need scarcely be

considered when the same objects can be attained for far less money, as it is

unnecessary to tunnel under the Island and risky to attempt tunnelling out into

the lake anywhere in the vicinity of Toronto Island.

(3) Pipes laid in a tunnel under the harbor would also be an effective

remedy, ho far as danger from pollution by bay water is concerned, but the plan

would prove an exceedingly expensive one, and does not meet all the requirements

of the case.

(4) The idea of providing an auxiliary pumping plant on the Island was, I

understand, first proposed in 1887 by Elias Rogers, Esq., who was then an Alder-
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plan. Tho sohemo wan invoHtif^ated, ropoitcd upon and rocommended by

Messrii. Qev. C. Kobb and John Gait in the uame year, the sole object, apparently.

bein({ to provide some "temporary expedienli" for incruaHint4 the water uupply

" until Buch time aa a general and perinanout Bystem may be deviued and ciirriud

cut." The plan contemplated tho erection of a tank or utand pipe at the Island

crib and raisir 4 tho water by means of a centrifugal pump, so as to creatu " an

artificial I ud" 0' about twenty feet above the level of the lake at that point,

with a view to forcing 22,000,000 ^allonu of water into the pump- well throu<{h tha

old wooden 4-ft. pipe in Blockhouse Bay and the 3-ft. iron pipe in tho harbor, ua

these pipes were found to be inade(}uate. The estimated cost was stated to be

%2U,00O; but the cost of operation is not gi- en.

At the time the above report was r ade, tho present 5-ft. and 4-ft. steel

pipes from the Island crib to the City had not been laid, bo that the necessity

for such an auxiliary pumping plant for the purpose of increasing tho supply nu

longer exists.

The scheme has, however, recently been revived, with the view not to

increasing the delivery of the pipes, but to prevent the indux of polluted bay

water in case of the pipes being leaky.

In regard to this scheme, I may say in the lirst place that the estimates of

'Vl AIaJ * 1887 would be quite inadequate to cover the cost of the enlarged pumping plant

which would ^IPl be needed, if a sufHcient and constant head is always to be

maintained to force the whole water supply through the existing conduits under

pressure, and tho annual cost of maintenance would be very considerable.

In the second place, a complicated state of affairs would be set up which
might at any moment lead to disastrous results by the flooding of the engine

houses at the Main Pumping Station. This is a danger which does not appear to

have been considered in the original scheme, and to obviate which would involve

considerable additional expense.

In the third place, I may say that the principle is wrong, and if carried out
it would not, in my opinion, prove beneiicial or satisfactory. Should leaks at

any time be found to exist in the conduit through which the water was being

forced, it would result in the waste of large quantities of fuel in pumping lake

water into the bay and harbor. Common prudence and economy would rec^uire

that the leaks should be found and stopped with the least practicable delay, so

that after this remedy (which is necessary in any case) had been applied, there

would be no further use for the auxiliary pumping station. The proposal"

therefore, appears to me to be an absurd one.

(5) The scheme of transferring the Main Pumping Station to Toronto Island

and pumping the supply through either the present conduits or through new
pipes to be laid across the harbor, is open to the grave objection that in the

event of serious leakage, a break, or accident to the force main under water, the

entire water supply to the City might be suddenly cut off, and considerable time
would necessarily be conanmed in ascertaining exactly where the defects existed

and in effecting repairs. This sole objection is too serious to warrant the adoption

of any such scheme.

*-. ' riv-"r_\
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(H) THe alternative project of placing the Main Punipini^ Station on tliu

Island and carrying' duplioato force niaiuH acroHB the wcMtern entrance on a

bridtje, at or near the Queen's wharf, mi^lit bo Horiounly conHidered if the con-

struction of a brid)je of inodorutt: height across the sliip citannol would bo

allowed. Such a bridge would nndonbtedly bo of very ^jreat Hcrvicc to the

residents and to visitors of tho Island, in audition to itn affordini^ the nieaiiH of

supporting the force mains and of rendering th'^i.i easily accessible at all times.

The centre span of the bridjjo would require to be i.bout 40<» feet in lenj^th across

the channel, with lon^ approuclies both norf>h and south.

Tho Harbor Commissioners have been communicated with on the subject.

They will not sanction a pier in tho centre of the channel, and thoy reciuiro clear

head-room above the water level of 150 feet. This latter re<]uirement renders

tho scheme impracticable, not only on account of the enormous expense of tho

structure that would be required, but also on account of tho excessively heavy

gradients that would bo involved, which would render tho bridge uuscrvicoablo

for trafiQc.

(7) A tunnel under the harbor, coupled with a new conduit across Toronto

Island and into the lake to a new intake, ap^xiars to mo to be tho best solution of

the problem. It is also one of tho cheapest and safesL plans of any so far proposed«

and I recommend its adoption. In my opinion it is unsafe to rely upon the exist-

ing conduits, for reasons which I have already explained, and / advise that no

time be lost in starting the works, the construction of which will probably take

two years.

Borings have been made at the Water Works wharf and at Haulan's Toint,

for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of the material to be encountered.

Shale rock was found at a depth of 13 feet below lake level (zero) at the pumping

station, and at 55^ feet in depth at Ilanlon's Point. Tho rock generally is tirm

and solid, but is of such a nature that the tunnel would require to bo lined through-

out its whole length, which is a little over a mile. A few small water-bearing

seams wore encountered in boring through the upper layers of the rock, and more

borings are required before the courses of these seams can be traced with any cer-

tainty and the best level for the tunnel determined. If, however, it is kept down

about 180 feet below the surface of the harbor, the borings so far taken indicate

that no water will be encountered at that depth to hinder the vigorous prosecution

of the work.

My estimate of the works which are necessary in order to complete this pro-

ject in a proper manner is as follows (exclusive of land du. \ages)

:

Tunnel, O-ft. 6-in. in internal diameter. 5,5(X> feet in length, lined with

brickwork, including necessary shaft at each end ^250,0<)0 00

Screen chamber, valve house and connections at Main Pumping

Station 20,00(1 00

New 5-ft. steel pipe, UOO feet in length, connecting existing 5-ft. pipe

in Blockhouse Bay with southern end o? tunnel, including specials

and connections 19,000 00
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New A-ft. steel piiw, 2,400 feet in Ienf{th (to replace exintin^^ wooden

pipe), between shore crib and bc>ll-bouy crib, including connections

and anohoraKe *r)0,0<)0 00

Valve house and Hettlinf{ rhamber at sonth end of tunnel 1H,000 00

Now ()-ft. Htcel conduit, 7,000 fout in lent^th, auroHs Toronto Island

from south end of tunnul and into Lake Ontario, includinfj now
intake, valve house and settling chamber 168,000 00

1525,000 00

In this estimate the tunnel is dusignod of ample capacity to deliver at the

Pumping Htution 7''3,000,000 gallons por day, so that no enlargement or duplica-

tion will b<3 necessary until tho City has trebled its present {>opulation. Pro-

vision is also made for a duplicate 0-ft. steel conduit across tho Island in order

to avoid any tearing down or expensive alterations when such an addition

bncomoH necessary.

In addition to the project I have recommended and outlined above, further

works are required in connection with tho system of distribution.

I have already recommended that a new 24-in. main should be laid along

Front Street, from Simcoe to Bherbourno Street, for the double purpose of

relieving the pumps and force mains to some extent and of affording better

protection against fire in the heart of the City than can now be obtained. I beg

to renew this recommendation.

I also recommend that a new SC-in. force main be laid from the intersection of

Bathurst and College Streets, up Bathurst Street, along Dupont, McPherson and
Yonge Streets, and thence into Hose Hill Reservoir, as shown on the accompany-

ing plan. The object of this additional main is that it will not only greatly

improve tho system for firo protection and general service, but that it will be a

safeguard a^^ainst accidents at the Main Pumping Station and will lessen the risk

of breaku^'e and damage to the existing force mains, especially to those on Front

Street and across the railway properties. It will also afford the means of main-

taining the best possible pressure on the mains at times when it may be necessary

to stop all pumping operations which sometimes cannot be avoided.

I also recommend that the 30-in. main on Wellington Street be extended east-

wardly from John Street to Simcoe Street, for the purpose of improving the

circulation and rendering the system more complete and secure against

accidents.

I also recommend that a new 12-in. main be laid on Avenue Road, from

Davenport Road to Bloor Street, for the purpose of improving the supply in the

high service district.

The following is the estimate of the entire works herein recommended :

* ThiB exi>euditure may possibly be saved for a time, if, on further iaveBtigation, tka
existing 6-ft. wuoden conduit should be found suitable to be retained.

%.
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Total coHt of tunnel hcIiomk aH otttlinnd above 9/)*ir>,0<)0

16,00<) ft. of 8«)-in. force main, from interncction of natluirHtand Collejjo

HtrotitH to Roue Hill Henervoir, inoliidinfj valvuH and npocialH, etc. . 13r>,ri()0

1,000 ft. of 30in. piim on Wdllin^ton Htroet, from John to Bimcoo Htroct,

including vhIvhh, otc H,00<»

24-111. main on Front Htreet, from Himnoe to Hliorbonrno Htrcet, includ-

in^ valvoH and H|H!cialH, <itc 3(t,000

I'i-in. main on Aveniio Kuad, from Uavunport Hoad to Rloor Htreet ... 6,500

Total «710,000

In addition to the above there are minor improvementfl and altorationB which

will be required from time to time, but they are not deemed of sufficient import-

ance to call for Hi>e(;iMi reference in thiB report. I may, however, nay that the

diutrict on the eant Hide of the River Don, lyin^; to the north of Orrrard Htreet,

will before very long re<]uire attention. It lies at a hi({h elevation, and iH Hupplied

off the luw service aystcm, which in scarcely adequate, tindrr exinting arrun^e-

ments, to afTurd an efTectivo (Ire protection nervico.

Attached hereto is a map showing in outline the improvements I have pro-

posed and recommended, and also an appendix giving the cost of pumping under

varying conditions, and other information of interest.

I liave the honor to be, Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

E. H. KEATING,
City Engineer.
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APPKNDIX.

{For crpltinntnry nntrn nfr pn(fe 'J I.)

HcuKHiinK. N«). I.

firit Coit of Con$trurtinn of Condnit*, I'liinpitift I'lUfjinfii, etc. {fxelntuf of Uiitrihu-

Hon), Tonmto Water Workn, and Anniuil Chnnie* thereon, n» at Hint December,

WonK.
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BCHKUULE No 'i.

Ettimnted Value nf Condnitt and Pumping Plant when Not. 4 and 5 Enrjinet are com-

pleted, and when tiiu additiomil Ili'jh Duty Engine* are provided to replace So*. 1

and U, and al$o providing for increatiug Conduit capacity for future need*.

WOIIK.
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Schedule No. B.

Expenditure on Account of Pumping Stations, giving average cott ofpumping 1,000

gallons of water for the year 1892.

Main Pumpinff Station (fuel, wages and general main>

teuance) $103,202 91

Hii^h Level Station (fuel, wages and general main-

tenance) 10,167 69
9113.370 60

Qallons.

Quantity of water pumped (after allowing for slip) 7,001,674,226

repumped at High Level Station 1,340,209,130

Cost on above basis of pumping per 1,000 gallons for both Stations .

.

1.619c.

** " " at Main Pumping Station.. 1.474c.
•• " " at High Level Station .... 0.768c«^

Interest and sinking fund paid in 1892, as per Schedule No. 1 $60,936 34

Kate of do. per 1,000 gallons numped 0.870c.

Cost of pumping per 1,000 gallons 1.619c.

" interest and sinking fund per 1,000 gallons .870c.

Total cost of pumping 2.498c.

Interest and sinking fund, if works that have been

abandoned are deducted $51,788 76

Making cost of pumping 1.619c.

interest and sinking fund .739c.n

Total cost per 1,000 gallons 2.358c.

If further allowance is made for depreciated value of plant, the inter-

est and sinking fund would be $38,428 62

Making the cost of pumping per 1,000 gallons .*> 1.619c.

Cost of interest and sinking fund per 1,000 gallons .548c.

Total cost of pumping per J '^00 gallons 2.167c.
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Schedule No. 4.

Ettiniated Co$t ofpumping when Nos. i and 5 High Duty Engines are completed.

Capacity of engines 7,154.000,000 gallons net.

Average of No. 4, sinoe being put in commission. . . .441 gallons per pound of coal,

Coal required 8,lll,Vo'j. vij^
*4.60 »36.500 00

Labor 20,567 75

Repairs, lubricants, etc 10,000 00
$07,067 75

Interest and sinking fund on value of plant (Schedule No. 2) 49,302 88

$11(5,370 63

Cost of fuel per 1,000 gallons .510c.

" labor, etc > .427c.

interest and sinking fund .689c.It

Total cost per 1,000 gallons 1.626.

Schedule No. 5.

Kttiniated cost oj pumping when consumption shall have reached 40,000,000 gallons per

day and pumping capacity has been increased by the addition of two new high duty

engines (6 and 1), and also including cost of increasing conduit capacity for futut^

needs. -

Capacity of engines, 14,308,000^000 gallons net (average of No. 4 forming basis

of calculation for coal)

Coal required, 16.222 tons, at $4.50 $73,000 00

Labor 41,135 50

Repairs, lubricants, etc 20,000 00

$134,135 50

Interest and Sinking Fund, as per Schedule 2 60,177 14

Total annual charge $194,312 64

If provision is made for additional conduit, to increase daily capacity for

future needs, the cost will be :

Coal, labor, repairs, etc., as above $134,135 50

Interest and Sinking Fund, as aoove $60,177 14
•• " on $525,000. as per Schedule

• No. 2 28.544 94
88,722 08

Total cost $222,857 58

Cost per 1,000 gallons for labor 0.510c.
" fuel 0.427

•• '• interest and sinking fund 0.620.

Total estimated cost per 1,000 gallons 1.557c.
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Schedule No. (5.

Comparison of the actual payments which the City would have to make if one of the

proposed ofers to supply the City with u'ulet at 5d. pit 1,000 gallons is accepted,

and the estimated cost oj pumping the same water, based upon the actual record of

No. 4 engine :

By Puitij ing—

20,000,000 gallons daily= 7,15 4,000,000 yearly, after allowing for slip :

Cost of pumping, as per Schedule No. 4 $67,067 75

Interest and sinking fund upon total debt of works.. 9266,000 00
•• " . »» cost of E ngines Nxw. 4

and 5 10,674 26
. 236,S74 26

Maintenance of other branches of Department 80,000 00

9383,942 01

By Private Supply

—

7,154,000,000 gallons at 3c 9214,620 00

Interest and sinking fund on debenture debt 226,000 00

Cost of maintenance of remaining branches 80,000 00

520,620 00

Difference in favour of pumping 9136,677 9!)

Cost per 1,000 gallous by private supply 7.277c.
" " pumping 6.366

Difference in favor of pumping 1,911c. per 1,000 gals.

In other words : .

Estimated revenue from water works 1893 9440,000 00

Cost if water supplied by private company 620,620 00

To be raised by taxation or by increased water rates 80,620 00
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SCHEDCLE No. 7.

Comparison of relative cost of xcater by pumping and private supply when consumption

shall have reached 40,000,000 gallons per day and high duty pumping plant is

provided as per Schedule No. 5.

By Pumping

—

Cost of pumping as per Schedule No. 5 $134,135 00

Interest and sinking fund on total debt , . . .

.

220,000 00

Maintenance of remainder of works 80,< »00 00

Interest and sinking fund on engines 4, o, 6 and 7.. 21,748 52
401,884 02

By Private Supply

—

14,308,000,000 gallons at 3c 429,240 00

Interest and sinking fund on debt 226,000 00

Maintenance of remaining branches 80,000 0<)

735,240 00

Annual difference in favor of pumping ^273.355 98

If a provision is made for additional conduit capacity to provide for future

needs the cost will be

:

By Pumping

—

Annual cost as above $401,884 02

•• of additional interest and sinking fund,

as per Schedule No. 2 28,544 94

»490,428 96

By Private Supply-^

Annual cost as above • • •. 735,240 00

Excess of cost by private supply $244,811 04
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Schedule No. 8.

Comparative Mtatevunt thotcing Hie actual cost of the City't tcater ivpply for 1892, and

tchat it would have been had the City been tuppliedfor that year by private parties

at 3c. per thoutand gallons.

Actual cost by Pumping—

Cost of fuel, labor and general maintenance of the

main pumping station 9103,202 91

Ditto high level station 10,167 69

9113,370 60

Maintenance of other branches of Department .... 66,845 19

Interest and sinking fund upon total debenture

debt for water works purposes , 222,626 00
9402,841 79

Cost by Private Supply

—

7,001,674,226 gallons at 3c. per 1,000 9210,050 22

Maintenance of branches of department other than

main and high level stations 66,845 19

Interest and sinking fund on total debenture debt for

water works purposes 222,626 00
499,521 41

Excess of cost by private supply at 3c. per 1,000 gallons. g96,679 62

Revenue and Expenditure : v. .... . •.. ..... •.;

Revenue from water works for 1892 9449,252 78

Cost by pumping as above 402,841 79

Surplus of revenue over expenditure 946,410 99

By Private Supply the result would have been :

Revenue for the year 9449,252 78

Cost of water as above 499,521 41

Deficit, which would have been met by increased taxation or by

increased water rates 950,268 53

In the calculations for Schedules 6, 7 and 8 the cos* of remodelling the present

system in order to distribute the water from the north instead of from the south

has not been taken into account.
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Explanatory Notes.

Schedale No. 1 refers to the actual cost of the pumping plant, including the

wharves, engine houses, pumping engines, and all plant south of the engine

house, also the high level pumping station. The gross cost comprises the amount
paid for the construction of these works (as per annual reports of the Commis-
sioners and Water Works Department), the annual charge for interest and sink-

ing fund thereon being also shown. The first deduction made from this amount
is the cost of the filtering basin on the Island, and the four-foot wooden conduit

between Hanlan's Point and the connecting crib on the Island, both of which

have been abandoned. The result is the cost of the works actually in use on Blat

December, 1892, and the annual charges thereon. Deductions are then made for

depreciation of Nos. 1, 2 and 3 engines, being the difference between the actual

cost thereof, as included in the gross cost, and their present value. This was
arrived at as follows : No. 1 is valued at $7,000, being the amount the original

builders of this engine offered to allow for the engine and boilers as part payment
for another engine. The values of Nos. 2 and 3 are based upon their capacity

and guaranteed duty as compared with No. 4 engine, which cost 954,408.

A deduction of 10 per cent, is next made for depreciation of the remainder

of the plant. This is, I think, a small percentage for plant that has been in use

on an average upwards of ten years.

Schedule No. 2 shows the various additions to be made to the total value of

plant, as per No. 1, for new engines, also probable extensions required in the near

future.

Schedule No. 3 gives the actual cost of pumping per 1,000 gallons with low

duty engines, 1892 ; and Schedules Nos. 4 and 5 the cost of pumping 20 and 40 million

gallons per day respectively with high duty engines of the same type as No. 4

—

the calculations being based upon the actual record of that engine for the eight

months during which it has been in service—the annual charge for interest and
sinking fund on cost of additional plant being also included. No. 3 Schedule is

given for information and comparison, but cannot fairly be taken as a basis of

calculation for the future, the record being made by low duty engines, which were

also badly in need of repair.

Schedules Nos. 6, 7 and 8 are comparative, showing the relative cost between

a water supply obtained by pumping and that purchased from private parties at

3 cents per 1,000 gallons, the first two schedules being calculated for a daily

supply of 20 and 40 million gallons respectively. Schedule No. 8 shows what the

City would have had to pay in 1892 for the water actually provided had it been
*

. supplied by a company at three cents per thousand gallons, and also gives the

actual cost by the present system. From this statement it appears that had the

water been supplied by private parties at the rate above named, instead of the

current revenue being sufficient to meet the working expenses and give a surplus

of 949,000, as was the case, there would have been a deficit of 950,000 on water

works account, which would have had to be met by increased taxation or by an

increase in the water rates.

*
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In Schedules Noa. 4, 5, (» ami 7 no allowance has been made for repumping
to the hifih level district, as the proportion of the total quantity which would

require to be repumped is unknown. In 1892, however, the cost of the high level

station was less than one-tenth of that of the main station, and the quantity of

water repumped was less than one-fifth of the total supply.

Taking the relative cost of repumping at the high level station as one-tenth

that at the main station, the cost per thousand gallons in Noa. 4 and 5 would be

increased by 0.0937 cents. A like amount should also be added to the cost per

thousand gallons by pumping in Schedules Nos. 6 and 7.

In calculating the annual cost of water by private supply for Schedules Nos.

6, 7 and 8 the large expense which would necessarily be incurred in remodelling

the distribution owing to the alteration in the method of supply has not been

taken into consideration.

Cba8. a. Matthews,

Secretary Water Work$ Department.

*,


